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The project is being jointly developed between National Grid Viking Link Limited and 
Energinet.dk.

National Grid Viking Link Limited (NGVL) is a wholly owned subsidiary of National Grid 
Group and is legally separate from National Grid Electricity Transmission Plc (NGET) 
which has the licence to own and operate the high voltage electricity transmission 
system in England and Wales.   

Energinet.dk is an independent public enterprise owned by the Danish state as 
represented by the Ministry of Energy, Utilities and Climate. It owns, operates and 
develops the Danish electricity and gas transmission systems.

Welcome to Viking Link
Viking Link is a proposed 1400 MW high voltage direct current (DC) electricity link 
between the British and Danish transmission systems connecting at Bicker Fen 
substation in Lincolnshire and Revsing in southern Jutland, Denmark. 

Viking Link will allow electricity to be exchanged between Great Britain and Denmark.

Total length = approximately 760 km
1400 MW (1.4 GW) capacity 
Operational in 2022
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Our partners, Energinet.dk, will hold similar consultation events in 
Denmark to identify feedback on the Danish onshore infrastructure. 

Together, we are consulting with Dutch and German authorities about 
our submarine cable route as well as other offshore stakeholders with 
an interest in the project.

Thank you for coming to this public consultation event about our proposals for Viking 
Link. The project is at an early stage and the impact of any proposals on local 
people and the environment will be carefully considered  as we develop our project. 

We intend to apply for planning permission for the British onshore works through 
the local planning process and we will consult and listen carefully to local 
communities as we develop our plans.

Today we would like to introduce the project and explain what we want to build. We 
will show you the work we have done so far to identify potential site options, and 
seek your views on the site options we have identified for a landfall site and for a 
converter station.

Your feedback is important to us and it will help us decide which site options to 
take forward. 

Members of the project team are here today and are happy to discuss any queries or 
comments you may have. 

Once we have confirmed our preferred landfall site and converter station location, we 
will start to identify where the underground cables may be routed.

If you would like to be kept updated on the progress of our proposals, please 
leave your contact details at the sign-in desk. You can leave your views on our 
proposals and the site options we are consulting on by completing a feedback 
form which are available here today. Please speak to a member of the team to 
make sure you receive your form.

Why we are here
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What is Viking Link?
Viking Link will involve the construction of a converter station in each country and the 
installation of submarine and underground cables between each converter station and 
underground cables between the converter station and substation in each country.

The cables will run for approximately 760 km between Great Britain and Denmark 
and will require the use of high voltage direct current (DC) technology. The electricity 
networks in Great Britain and Denmark both use high voltage alternating current 
(AC). Viking Link will use DC technology because it is more effective at transmitting 
large volumes of electricity over longer distances and provides more control over 
the power flow. 

The diagram below shows the different parts of an interconnector:

The converter station in each country will change the electricity between DC and 
AC, which is what we use in our homes.

Each end of the link will be connected to an existing substation which will need to 
be developed to accommodate the new connection. In Great Britain, Viking Link 
will connect to the existing NGET 400 kV substation at Bicker Fen, Lincolnshire. 
Connecting to the substations will enable the electricity to be delivered to homes 
and businesses.   
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HVAC electricity HVDC electricity HVAC electricity

HVAC = High voltage alternating current
HVDC = High voltage direct current

1. Existing network
2. Existing substation
3. Converter station

4. Underground cables
5. Submarine cables

N.B.The electricity pylons do not 
form part of the Viking Link project



Getting more connected

 ▪ Improving diversity and security of energy supply by                  
 enabling the import of electricity generated from neighbouring    
 interconnected markets.

 ▪ Helping the Government meet its carbon reduction           
 commitments by providing access to a well-developed, low cost   
 renewable energy market.

 ▪ Lowering the cost of electricity through cross-border trade in    
 electricity and shared use of the cheapest generation sources.    
	 This	can	help	consumers	in	an	expensive	market	to	benefit	from			
 cheaper imports.
 
 ▪ Increasing market for producers, such as wind power       

 generators – interconnectors increase opportunities to sell    
 electricity, reducing surplus and adding value.

 ▪ Facilitating competition in the European market and the      
 optimal use of resources across European Union (EU)         
 Member States.
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National Grid operational interconnectors

IFA: England - France

BritNed: England - Netherlands

National Grid interconnectors under construction

Nemo Link: England - Belgium

North Sea Link (NSL): England - Norway

National Grid interconnector projects in development

IFA2: England - France

Viking Link: England - Denmark

IceLink: Scotland/England - Iceland

Non National Grid operational interconnectors

Moyle Interconnector: Scotland - Northern Ireland 

East - West Interconnector: Wales - Republic of Ireland

Non National Grid interconnector projects in development

North Connect: Scotland - Norway

ElecLink: England - France

FABLink: England - France

Greenwire Interconnector: Ireland - Wales

KEY

Interconnectors bring benefits to both consumers 
and producers. 

Great Britain faces a major challenge in how it continues to meet the 
country’s increasing energy needs and in addressing the problem of 
climate change. 

Interconnectors like Viking Link can help address these challenges 
and	can	bring	many	benefits,	including:

The European Commission has identified Viking Link as a Project of Common 
Interest (PCI). This means it should deliver significant benefits for at least two 
European Member States, further support market integration and competition, 
enhance security of energy supply and contribute to reducing CO2 emissions.

PCIs are governed under Regulation (EU) No 347/2013 on guidelines for            
trans-European energy infrastructure, referred to as the TEN-E Regulations. 

In Great Britain there are four operational 
interconnectors which together total 4 GW - around 
5% of existing electricity generation capacity.
 
National Grid has two further projects 
under construction.

Nine more interconnectors are being developed.

For every 1 GW of new interconnector 
capacity it is estimated Britain’s wholesale 
power prices could reduce by 1-2%. 

4-5 GW of new links to Europe could unlock up to 
£1	billion	per	year	of	benefits	to	energy	consumers.	



We need to bring our cables onshore somewhere 
along the Lincolnshire coast.

Once the submarine cables come onshore, we 
will need to build a transition joint pit to connect 
them to the underground cables. 

All our cables will be installed underground 
at the landfall site and when work is 
complete, nothing will be visible.

We will seek to minimise disruption to local 
residents as much as practicable and we will work 
with local authorities and communities to identify 
the best time of year to undertake the work.

What is a landfall site?

A landfall is where submarine cables come onshore and are 
connected to the onshore cables.

Schematic of a typical landfall

Further information on our assessment is set out in the Viking 
Link Landfall and Converter Station Site Selection Report, copies 
of which are available to view today.



We carried out a two-stage assessment approach 
to help us identify potential landfall sites. 

Stage 1 - potential site identification:  
Based on mapping of environmental constraints, 
settlements and residential properties as well as 
proximity to road network.

Stage 2 - site assessment:   
Consideration of a range of potential impacts on 
the environment, local community and tourism as 
well as basic technical and engineering factors.

The steps we took are shown below.

Our approach to site selection
We need to find a suitable site to bring our submarine cables 
onshore.

Further information on our assessment is set out in the Viking 
Link Landfall and Converter Station Site Selection Report, copies 
of which are available to view today.

 

Longlist of potential landfall sites to assess

Emerging conclusions of site assessment

Bicker Fen substation identified as ‘connection point’ to the UK 
electricity transmission system

Initial study area based on approximately 15 km long     
section of Lincolnshire coast line identified  

Consideration of designated sites as well as accessibility and 
proximity to residential dwellings

Iterative 
assessment

Consideration of technical and engineering factors  
(inc. offshore/onshore Interface, installation method, accessibility)

Consideration of environmental and community constraints
 

Consideration of relevant national and local planning policies 

Stakeholder 
engagement

Study area revised and longlist of potential landfall sites updated to 
include additional landfall in response to stakeholder engagement

Stakeholder 
engagement

Consultation: final list of potential landfall sites

and impacts (inc. landscape and visual, noise, ecology) 
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Bicker Fen substation identified as ‘connection point’ to the UK 

electricity transmission system

5 km study area centred on connection point established within     
which converter station site selection is focused 

Consideration of designated sites and flood risk as well as application  
of a 200 m separation distance from potential residential dwelling

Consideration of technical and engineering factors  
(inc. potential site access, construction and vehicle movements)

Consideration of environmental and community constraints

 Consideration of relevant national and local planning policies 

Stakeholder 
engagement

Emerging conclusions of site assesment 
Stakeholder 
engagement

Consultation: final list of potential converter station sites

and impacts (inc. landscape and visual, noise, flood risk) D
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Iterative 
assessment

Shortlist of potential converter station sites to assess

 (inc. landscape and visual, noise, agriculture, flood risk, ecology)
Consideration of environmental and community constraints 

Consideration of technical and engineering factors (inc. land take, 
proximity to Bicker Fen substation and to A-class road network)

Iterative 
assessment
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Longlist of potential converter station sites to assess



We looked for potential landing points from 
Skegness in the south to Theddlethorpe in the 
north and considered a range of factors, including:

n Proximity to residential properties
n Offshore and onshore environmental constraints
n Accessibility and transport routes
n Submarine cable route constraints

We discussed our approach and findings with 
local authorities and other stakeholder groups and 
we identified five potential landing sites.These are 
shown below.

Our approach to site selection
We need to find a suitable landfall site to bring our submarine 
cables onshore.

During assessments of these sites, a further 
potential landfall was identified north of LF1 which 
we have named LF1a. It is outside of Lincolnshire 

Coastal Grazing Marshes, a key constraint. We 
discounted three sites and the key reasons are 
given below.

We met with parish 
councils in the 
areas identified to 
find out what is 
important to the 
local community.

This information 
helped us to 
produce a shortlist. 

More details on 
the criteria we 
used to assess 
these sites and 
our optioneering 
process are set out 
in our Landfall and 
Converter Station 
Site Selection 
Report.

We would like to hear your views on our assessments and on the 
detailed findings for the three shortlisted sites.

Please let us know if there is anything else you think we should 
take into consideration.

This will help us to select a preferred landfall site.

LF3 n  Close proximity to caravan park/holiday homes

n  Constraints to onshore cable routeing due to existing holiday parks to the south
of Chapel St Leonards 

n  Restricted beach access due to substantial sea defences

n  Unsuitable public road access from A52 

LF4 n  Engineering constraints from other existing cables at landfall make this site 
not feasible

n  Close proximity to settlements including Skegness 

n  Additional engineering constraints for submarine and onshore cable routeing 

n  Historic landfill site would need to be crossed

LF5 n  Highly designated area – both onshore and offshore (Saltfleet by Theddlethorpe
Dunes; Gibraltar Point SAC and SSSI, Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes)

n  Seasonal restrictions on construction work to avoid overwintering birds

n  Onward landward routeing for proposed cables heavily constrained -  length of
Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes to be crossed is greater than length of 
HDD available

DISCOUNTED SITES



Installation methods

There are two methods available for 
landfall construction depending on site 
conditions.

n  Open cut trenching

n  Trenchless installations – such as
horizontal directional drilling (HDD)

We expect to use trenchless methods 
to avoid any disturbance of the beach 
and sea defences. 

Options for a landfall site 
We assessed all the 
landfall sites and after 
careful consideration, 
we have shortlisted 
three sites. Each has its 
own merits and we do 
not have any preference 
between them at this 
stage. 

Is there anything else you think we should take into 
consideration when identifying our preferred site?

Please note: The land areas shown are larger than the area we will need for our construction work



Our assessment has identified the following important considerations:

Landfall site LF1
LF1 is located 3.5 km east of the village of Huttoft 
and consists of a long strip of sandy beach backed 
by dunes covering a concrete sea wall.

Ecology
n  Habitat Regulations Assessment Screening exercise may be undertaken

to ensure no impact to Greater Wash draft Special Protection Area (dSPA) 
or nearby designated sites

n  Impact on Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes could be avoided using
trenchless construction methods

n  Nearby non-designated sites of interest include:

• Sandlilands Golf Course and Dunes Local Wildlife Site

• Huttoft Car Terrace to Marsh Yard Dune Local Wildlife site

• Huttoft Bank Dunes Site of Nature Conservation Interest

• Huttoft Marsh Local Wildlife Site

• Marsh Yard to Anderby Creek Dunes Local Wildlife Site

Marine 
n  Beach used during holiday periods

n  Popular dog walking site

n  Within Environment Agency’s Lincshore renourishment scheme

n  Opportunity to avoid ecological constraints by using trenchless

construction methods

n  Area designated under Bathing Waters Directive to south of site

n  Proposed Lincs Belt Marine Conservation Zone to north (currently on hold)

n  Falls within Lincolshire Coastal County Park

Technical and engineering considerations
n  Concrete sea wall (potentially piled to 9 m depth) forms main sea defence

n  Appears possible to cross Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes area by    
     using trenchless methods 
n  No sea groynes evident

Working area
n  Sufficient land identified to accommodate trenchless construction methods,

transition joint pit, associated temporary construction compounds and 
laydown areas 

Access, traffic and transport
n  Distance to nearest main road is 2.3 km to A52

n  Potential access from A52 via Sea Road through Anderby village

n  Construction traffic could pass residential areas and caravan parks

n  Potential alternative access by building 2.2 km haul road (to be assessed)

n  Three potential direct beach access points

n  A narrow bridge across Main Drain

n  Traffic congestion during busy tourist season

Noise
n  Noise would be temporary during construction only

n  Isolated houses and farms along Sea Lane 

n  Mitigation could help reduce noise related effects

The reasons we have 
shortlisted this site 
are:

n  Distant from major
residential settlement

n  Trenchless construction
methods could cross 
under sea defences and 
Lincshore area

n  Impact on Lincolnshire
Coastal Grazing Marshes 
could be avoided by using 
trenchless construction 
methods

Is there anything else you think we should take into 
consideration when identifying our preferred site?



Our assessment has identified the following important considerations:

Landfall site LF2
LF2 extends from the southern edge of Anderby 
Creek and consists of a strip of sandy beach 
backed by dunes which form the main sea defence.

Ecology
n  Habitat Regulations Assessment Screening exercise may be undertaken

to ensure no impact to Greater Wash draft Special Protection Area (dSPA)
or nearby designated sites

n  Impact on Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes could be avoided using
trenchless construction methods

n  Nearby non-designated sites of interest include:

• Anderby Marsh Nature Reserve Local Wildlife site

• Anderby Creek Sand Dunes Local Wildlife site

Marine 
n  Beach use during holiday periods

n  Popular dog walking site

n  Within Environment Agency’s Lincshore renourishment scheme

n  Opportunity to avoid ecological constraints by using trenchless
construction methods 

n  Northern part of site area designated under Bathing Waters Directive 

n  Falls within Lincolnshire Coastal Country Park

n  Public art installations along coast such as Cloud Bar at Anderby Creek

Technical and engineering considerations
n  Outfall for Anderby Main Drain to north of area

n  Appears possible to cross Lincolnshire Coastal Grazing Marshes area by   
     using trenchless construction methods 
n  No sea groynes evident

Working area
n  Sufficient land identified to accommodate trenchless construction methods,

transition joint pit, associated temporary construction compounds and 
laydown areas

Access, traffic and transport
n  Distance to nearest main road is 3.8 km to A52

n  Potential access from A52 via Sea Road through Anderby village

n  Construction traffic could pass residential areas and caravan parks

n  Potential alternative access by building 4 km haul road (to be assessed)

n  No direct beach access points to site identified

n  Potential access points to beach via Anderby Creek and at Wolla Bank

n  Traffic congestion during busy tourist season

Noise
n  Noise would be temporary during construction only

n  More noise receptors at northern end of site

n  No residential properties immediately inland, nearest properties along
Roman Bank near junction with Sea Road

n  Mitigation could help reduce noise related effects

The reasons we have 
shortlisted this site 
are:

n  More distant from
residential properties 

n  Sea defences limited to
natural sand dune defence

n  Impact on narrow section
of Lincolnshire Coastal 
Grazing Marshes could 
be avoided by using 
trenchless construction 
methods

Is there anything else you think we should take into 
consideration when identifying our preferred site?



Our assessment has identified the following important considerations:

Landfall site LF1A
LF1A is located 1.1 km to the north of LF1 and 
consists of a long strip of sandy beach backed by 
dunes covering a concrete sea wall with railings. It 
is adjacent to Sandilands Golf Club.

Ecology
n  Habitat Regulations Assessment Screening exercise may be undertaken

to ensure no impact to Greater Wash draft Special Protection Area (dSPA)
or nearby designated sites

n  Nearby non-designated sites of interest include:

• Sandlilands Golf course 

• Dunes Local Wildlife Site

Marine 
n  Beach use during holiday periods

n  Popular dog walking site

n  Within Environment Agency’s Lincshore renourishment scheme

n  Opportunity to avoid ecological constraints by trenchless construction
methods 

n  Proposed Lincs Belt Marine Conservation Zone offshore (currently on hold)

n  Falls within Lincolnshire Coastal Country Park

Technical and engineering considerations
n  Concrete sea wall (potentially piled to 9 m depth) forms main sea defence

n  Sluice gate in sea wall at Boygrift Drain outfall

n  No sea groynes evident

Working area
n  Sufficient land identified to accommodate trenchless construction methods,

transition joint pit, associated temporary construction compounds and 
laydown areas

n  Site constrained by golf course

n  Fields to west of Roman Bank could accommodate other work

Access, traffic and transport
n  Distance to nearest main road is 1 km to A52

n  Potential access from A52 via Sea Road through Anderby village

n  Construction traffic could pass residential areas and caravan parks
n  Potential alternative access by building 1.6 km haul road, including crossing

a minor road, to be assessed

n  Two potential beach access points

n  A narrow bridge across Main Drain

n  Traffic congestion during busy tourist season

Noise
n  Noise would be temporary during construction only

n  Isolated houses and farms in area along Roman Bank

n  Mitigation could help reduce noise related effects

The reasons we have 
shortlisted this site 
are:

n  Avoids impact on
Lincolnshire Coastal 
Grazing Marshes

n  Trenchless construction
methods could cross 
under sea defences and 
Lincshore area

n  Trenchless construction
methods could avoid other 
ecological impacts 

Is there anything else you think we should take into 
consideration when identifying our preferred site?



They will run for approximately 650 km  between the coasts of 
Lincolnshire and Denmark, crossing through British, Dutch, German 
and Danish territorial waters.

We have carried out desktop surveys to identify any constraints, 
such as environmental designations and important navigational 
routes. We have also been speaking to relevant stakeholders, 
national authorities and other organisations.

Two potential cable route corridors for the submarine cables in 
British waters have been identified: 

n  Both can be routed to any of the shortlisted landfall sites on the
Lincolnshire coast

n  Both avoid areas with environmental designations
n  Both avoid locations identified for aggregate extraction 
n  Southern route corridor is potentially 3 km shorter and would

need to cross fewer cables and pipelines 

We will consult on the potential submarine cable route corridors to 
help us identify a preferred route corridor. We will invite stakeholders 
to take part in the consultation, including, but not limited to:

n  Fishermen
n  Natural England
n  Marine and Coastguard Agency
n  Chamber of Shipping
n  Crown Estate

A full marine survey is being carried out. This survey will collect 
information about the seabed and sub-seabed and will help us in 
our assessments.   

When we have finalised our proposals we will submit an application 
for a Marine Licence to the Marine Management Organisation (MMO).

Submarine cable route
The submarine cables are a major part of the Viking 
Link project.

Please let us know if you think there is something we should 
take into consideration when identifying a preferred submarine 
cable route corridor.

Area of shortlisted landfall locations

Proposed Cable Route Corridor

Proposed Grid Connection Sites

Median Line
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All our cables will be buried underground and when our construction work is 
completed, they will not be visible. 

We need to route two underground DC cables for approximately 50 km between 
the landfall site and converter station. Typically, the cables will be buried in a trench 
to a depth of approximately 1.5 m depending on ground conditions and activities.

We will also need to identify a suitable route for six underground high voltage AC 
cables between the converter station and Bicker Fen substation.

We will need to carry out a range of surveys and assessments and hold detailed 
discussions with local authorities, statutory organisations, landowners and other 
stakeholders. There are many factors which need to be taken into account, 
including:

 ▪ Impact on local communities
 ▪ Land usage and drainage
 ▪ Environmental constraints
 ▪ Ecology
 ▪ Archaeology and cultural heritage
 ▪ Impact on transport routes
 ▪ Accessibility 
 ▪ Potential cumulative impacts with other projects in the region
 ▪ Constructability

When we have more information, we will consult with parish councils and 
local residents to identify the most appropriate route corridor for the cables.

Approach to cable routeing

This diagram shows the horizontal directional drilling (HDD) technique crossing under 
a road and water courses. 

Road

Navigable water course

Water course

HDD vehicle
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We are also consulting on the site options we have identified for where we might 
build our converter station.  

A converter station converts electricity between alternating current (AC), which we 
use in our homes, and direct current (DC) which is used for transporting electricity 
over the long distances. 

We carried out a three-stage assessment approach to help us identify potential 
converter station sites.

  Stage 1 – site identification: identifying potential converter station sites by      
  mapping environmental and community constraints, such as areas with        
  environmental designations, flood risk and proximity to residential properties

  Stage 2 – initial site assessment: assessments and analysis of environmental     
  and community constraints and impacts, plus basic technical and 
  engineering factors

  Stage 3 – detailed site assessment: further assessments of key environmental    
  and community factors, in particular, visual, noise and traffic impacts, plus more   
  detailed design options, including possible site layouts    

We initially identified 21 potential converter station sites within 5 km of Bicker Fen 
substation. 5 km is the limit for smallest suitable converter station. Any further than 
5 km would need additional equipment, making the converter station larger. We also 
need to install six AC cables between the converter station and Bicker Fen substation. 
Minimising the distance between them helps reduce disruption and land take.

We discussed our approach and findings with local authorities and other 
stakeholder groups. After further assessment and careful consideration of factors 
such as environmental, engineering and access constraints, and closeness to 
residential properties, we have shortlisted four potential sites. 

Each site has its own merits 
and we do not have any 
preference at this stage. 

Further information on our 
assessment is set out in 
our Landfall and Converter 
Station Site Selection Report.

If you would like to take part 
in our consultation on these 
shortlisted converter station 
sites, you can find out more 
on our website or by coming 
along to one of our landfall 
site public exhibitions.

Options for a converter station site

CS1

CS9

CS3

Bicker Fen substation

CS5
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We are committed to being good neighbours and we want to work with you as we 
develop our proposals.

We are at an early stage of our design work and we aim to minimise any disruption 
during our survey and exploratory work as well as during the construction work.

We will carry out a full Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) to understand any 
potential impacts of our proposals. The report from this assessment, called an 
Environmental Statement, will be submitted as part of our planning application. 
We will also submit a Construction Management Plan which will set out how we 
manage and mitigate impacts during construction.

Submarine cabling
Submarine cables are installed using large specialist vessels which are able to 
transport and lay long sections of cables (up to 100 km in length). The cables will 
be buried in the seabed. Some cable joints will need to be made at sea during the 
installation process.

Onshore cabling
The DC and AC underground cables will be installed using a variety of methods including 
open cut installation and trenchless techniques, which could include horizontal directional 
drilling (HDD) depending upon the ground conditions and obstacles along the 
cable routes. Cable joints will need to be made at sections along the route during 
installation. These will not be visible once the work is completed. 

Converter station
Construction of the converter station will depend on the final design and technology 
used. The site preparation, ground works and construction of buildings will be 
followed by the installation of electrical equipment.

Working in the local community

If you have any questions or concerns, we are here to help. 
Please do get in touch.

Tel: 0800 731 0561
Email: vikinglink@communityrelations.co.uk
Write: FREEPOST VIKING LINK

Our telephone service is available between 9am and 5.30pm (Mon – Fri). 
Outside of these hours an answerphone is in operation and messages will be 
picked up during the next working day.

We are here to help
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Project timeline

We aim to be operational by 2022

20
14

20
15

20
16

20
17

20
18

20
19

20
22  ▪ Testing, commissioning and operating

 ▪ DC cable  manufacture and installation 
 ▪ Commence  construction

 ▪ Financial Investment Decision
 ▪ Construction Contracts Awarded

Consent applications
 ▪ Onshore elements of project to Local Planning Authorities
 ▪ Marine elements to Marine Management Organisation
 ▪ Danish offshore and onshore work
 ▪ Netherlands and Germany permits for offshore route through territorial water

Summer
 ▪ Energinet.dk hold similar consultation     

 events in Denmark
 ▪ Second stage consultation  
 ▪ Environmental surveys start

Spring
 ▪ First stage consultation
 ▪ Marine surveys start

 ▪ Ofgem ‘cap and floor’ regulatory regime confirmed 
 ▪ PCI status confirmation

 ▪ Cooperation agreement between National Grid and Energinet.dk
 ▪ NGVL granted interconnector licence
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We would like to hear your views on our assessments of the landfall site options 
and converter station site options, and if there is anything else you think we should 
take into consideration when identifying our preferred sites.

We would also be interested if you have any views on how the converter station 
should look.

Feedback forms are available here for you to complete today or you can post them 
back to us using our freepost address.

All your consultation responses will be considered and we will report back when we 
confirm our preferred landfall site and converter station site.

We will hold a further consultation in the summer on the design of the converter 
station and to discuss how we will route the underground cables.

Thank you for taking the time to attend today’s 
consultation event.

Next steps

The closing date for consultation feedback 
is Friday 20 May 2016.




